
Whether it's a night in Monte Carlo in Sonoma, festive lights on the Central Coast or The

Nutcracker in San Francisco, wherever you go in Northern California there's lots of ways to

celebrate the holidays.
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[Partner]

AFICI o�ers multiple private and semi-

private dining rooms that are the perfect

venue for upscale casual events in the

Moscone Convention Center area of San

Francisco. 

 

Some of the country’s best spas and cutting-
edge �tness experiences can be found in San
Diego and Orange County. No wonder spa-
goers and vacationers �ock to this sunny SoCal
clime for a healthy dose of Vitamin D, digital
detoxing, restoration and a chance to recharge
your life.

[Partner]

Stay between now and January 16 and

enjoy an arrival cocktail, TCHO Hawt

Chocolate for two, tickets for two at the

Union Square Ice Rink and a late checkout

(based on availability)
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After a fun-�lled day out on the slopes we
know your stomach is grumbling — don’t skip
dessert! From cookies and pastries, to artisanal
chocolate, let your inner sweet tooth run the
show and indulge. You can thank us later.

[Partner]

The holiday season is not complete without

a celebration of tradition and magic with

Fairmont San Francisco’s festive Holiday

Tea. Book your cup of tea today.

 

Whether planning a honeymoon, couples
vacation, or just a romantic getaway, Local
Getaways Hawaii has curated a list of the best
hotels and resorts, restaurants, excursions and
activities on each island for you and your loved
one to enjoy.
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[Partner]

Poet and/the Bench are honored to be a

platform for emerging and indy design.

Thanks to you, we're now 7 years old!

Discover uncommon jewelry, art and home

goods in our Mill Valley store and online!

 

Welcome Mill Valley's newest retail boutique Surf + Sand! O�ering sustainably made
goods for coastal living — perfect for coastal lovers, travelers, or people that

appreciate a more chic style.

Follow along for their latest arrivals, information about upcoming events and
more 

Exclusive promo code o�er for Local Getaways readers: 
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The Renaissance of Tiburon

Best Sunset Dining on Oahu

Things to do in Tahoe this November

10 Coolest Hikes in Northern California

The Ultimate Guide to Big Sur

Best Golf Courses in the Greater Bay Area
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Reels For All the Feels Interests on Pinterest Get Face-to-Facebook

Forward to a Friend

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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